
THE BRAZILIAN COTTON
MANUFACTURE, 185O-195O
By STANLEY J. STEIN. The origins and growth of a modern industry in
an underdeveloped area — showing in detail the background against which
this Brazilian industry developed, and the effects of the early feudal planta-
tion system on later thinlcing about industrialization. What is delaying tech-
nological modernization? How have cotton manufacturers faced the problems
of sudden prosperity and postwar retrenchment? What revisions in the pro-
grams of the government and of management are now in order? A book of
far-reaching implications for those concerned with development of "back-
ward" countries. 15.00

AMERICAN INDUSTRY AND
THE EUROPEAN IMMIGRANT,
186O-1885
By CHARLOTTE ERICKSON. What part did American industry actually
play in the recruitment and distribution of immigrant labor during the early
years of industrial expansion? This account reveals that contract labor was
in fact rare during these yean and not important in American industrial
development. Much new material, including the first analysis of the Amer-
ican Emigrant Company, challenges commonly held views and calls for a
reappraisal of the whole subject among historians. $4.75

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
TREASURY, 166O-17O2
By STEPHEN BAXTER. A study of the beginnings of the most important
British Government department. Mr. Baxter considers the Treasury in its
relations with (a) King and Council, (b) the other departments and (c) the
subordinate revenue boards. His thorough-going description of the work
and constitution of the Exchequer and Treasury Office stresses the important
role played by the Treasury Secretary and his senior clerks — a professional
body of civil servants. Appendices: the Treasury Lists, and Treasury Fee
Lists. Bibliography. t&OO
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